December 5, 1994
Christmas Tournament

Meadow Club
Host Superintendent: David Sexton, CGCS

The Course: The Meadow Club, originally the Meadow Club of Mt. Tamalpais, was designed in 1925 by Dr. Alister MacKenzie and constructed by Robert Hunter. The course was laid out on 150 acres of hills and meadows that were incorporated into the design of the Meadow Club giving it a very natural feel as it flowed through the valleys and crested on the hills. The natural seasonal creeks were used to their full potential as the greens and fairways were strategically placed in areas that would get full shot value from their location. The course has but one small lake, but a full ten holes have water hazards along or across that must be considered when playing a ball to the narrow fairways.

Playing to a par 71, this course seems to stretch its 6,600 yards well beyond what a quick glance at the score card would suggest. Sixty bunkers protecting the small greens and challenging tree-lined roughs offer most golfers a chance to use every club in their bag, for better or worse.

The goal of the 350 members has always been to keep their club and course in top condition, but the job was difficult in the 60s and 70s with an inadequate irrigation system and a drainage nightmare from winters that averaged over 50 inches of rain.

In 1984, a Toro VT3 irrigation system, designed by Roger Gordon and installed by Robert McCallum of Phoenix, signaled the beginning of a new standard of maintenance for the Meadow Club. When the members saw the tremendous improvement in the quality of the turf with an adequate and uniform application of irrigation, they began to fully appreciate the potential of their club.

Since 1984, the course improvement program has been continuous and many of the goals have been met. Accomplished over the last ten years have been: a complete rebuild of all sixty bunkers; the installation of several miles of drain lines; fifteen of the tees have been leveled, realigned and lengthened; two-thirds of the cart paths have been replaced with concrete paths; and the entire Driving Range area has been reconstructed.

The Meadow Club is currently in the middle of replacing the Pro Shop, cart...
slaughtered the "Nor Cals" in the Ryder Cup Matches 23 to 13. The only highlight from Nor Cal was Jeff Roberts winning low gross with a very good 74 over the difficult course. Dave Davies took low net.

He Par'd Indiana
Floyd S. Rood tackled the biggest course on record when he played the entire United States, coast to coast, in 1963 and '64. He teed off in the Pacific surf and finished at the Atlantic shore more than a year later. No one knows what par was, but Rood took 114,737 strokes to cover nearly 3,400 miles.

USGA
Continued from page 4 superintendent's job. Mother Nature rarely makes life too easy for the superintendent and problems can always be anticipated somewhere on the golf course. Threatening the golf course superintendent with his job will not change this situation.

For superintendents, it is important to keep things in perspective and realize that the majority of golfers appreciate the condition of the golf course, even though they may not say it often enough. Hopefully, more golfers will come to realize that golf is not only a GAME -- it's also the superintendent's livelihood.

SCOTTS PROTURF
Fertilizers - Poly S and new Triaform technologies
Herbicides, Fungicides, Seed, Soil, tissue, water and turf disease testing
Chuck Dal Pozzo, Sr. Tech. Rep 510/791-8985

RUSSELL D. MITCHELL & ASSOC., INC.
Providing quality irrigation design and consultation services including bid document development, hydraulic analysis, and field staking.
510/939-3985 510/932-5671 FAX

PACIFIC PEARL OYSTER SHELL CALCIUM
Ask your distributor about this most efficient calcium for turfcare professionals. It reacts fast, doesn't leach away and the residual covers your needs between applications.
John Mazura 707/762-7251